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View refreshment is an important issue in distributed database environments where e�cientaccess to a set of source databases is typically supported by replicating views on remote sites.However, it is a central issue in data warehousing environments where views de�ned on physicallyseparated, heterogeneous, and autonomous databases must be supported [ZGMHW95]. Changesin the source databases must be transformed into a data model format used by the warehouse andintegrated into the warehouse.A data warehouse does not necessarily have to be completely up to date. The reason is that thewarehouse is used for analytical, managerial data processing rather than for day-by-day operationaldata processing. Inmon has even recommended that a data warehouse is refreshed with a 24-hourdelay in order to ensure that warehouse data are not confused with operational data [Inm93].Consequently, it makes sense to assume that warehouse use and warehouse refreshment are separateprocesses. We believe that such separation makes it easier to answer warehouse queries e�cientlyand to solve the problems of warehouse consistency [ZGMHW95].In this paper we address some of the problems of e�cient incremental refreshment of warehouseviews. We focus on the following questions. What data should be stored at the warehouse in orderto support e�cient view refreshment? These algorithms should be able to process sets of updatesreceived from one or more server databases without requesting additional information from othersources and, therefore, being independent of the availability of the network and the other databasesystems. Network communication occurs only when a source database signals relevant changesto a warehouse. The warehouse should be able to process the changes without querying sourcedatabases. Otherwise, warehouse refreshment may become too dependent on the activity, theavailability, and e�ciency of the source databases. This no talk back requirement implies that theadditional information needed for view refreshment must be present at the warehouse.What data structures and algorithms should be used for view organization and refreshment?Incremental view refreshment should be performed with as little access to raw data as possible.The raw data objects may be very large compared to the attributes that are used in selection andjoin predicates. Indexing and pointer caching can be used to reduce or avoid raw data access duringview refreshment. A combination of three basic methods can be used to support data warehouseviews. A computed view is stored as a view de�nition, ie., as a query expression. A computed viewis reconstructed each time it is accessed by methods like query modi�cation [Sto75]. A pointer-based ViewCache contains a set of tuple identi�ers that identify and point to the data objects inthe underlying relations that be dereferenced to materialize the view [Rou91]. A materialized viewis stored as the set of data objects that belong to the view [Han87]. ViewCaches and materializedviews must be maintained incrementally.We present and analyze �ve refreshment algorithms that are based on various combinationsof materialized views, partially materialized views, and ViewCaches. Existing data warehousingapproaches focus solely on materialized views. We present the results of an experiment that clearlyshows indicates that refreshment algorithms based on a combination of materialized views, partiallymaterialized views, and ViewCaches outperform algorithms based solely on materialized views. Wehave assumed that all involved databases are relational databases.Much research work has focussed on incremental view refreshment. Incremental formulas hasbeen de�ned for views de�ned by SPJ-queries [BLT86], [LHM+86], [Rou91], for views de�ned byrelational complete query languages [GMS93], [QW91], for views de�ned by time-varying selec-tions [BM95c], and for view de�ned by set di�erences [BM95b]. View indexing by means of pointerstructures has been described in [B�k95], [BM95a], [BM95b], [BM95c], [JMR91], [QW91], [Rou82a],[Rou82b], [Rou91], [RK91], [Val87]. The use and refreshment of materialized views has been de-2



scribed in [BM90], [CKPS95], [GL95], [GMR95], [HK95], [Han87], [LMSS95], [SJGP90], [SR87],[ZGMHW95]. Incremental techniques has been described for active databases [CSL+90], [CW91],[HCKW90], [Han92], [RCBB89], [WDSY91], for deductive databases [GMS93], and for temporaldatabases [BM95c], [JMR91], [McK88]. However, we are not aware of existing incremental algo-rithms that combine materialized view, partially materialized views, and ViewCaches.In Section 2 we discuss a set of methods that can be used for view organization and refreshmentin data warehousing environments. In Section 3 we present two incremental refreshment algorithmsfor materialized join views and in Section 4 we present two incremental refreshment algorithms formaterialized join views. These algorithms exempli�es the conceptual discussion in Section 2. Twoof the algorithms are signi�cant more e�cient than existing incremental refreshment algorithms inmany relevant situations. In Section 5 we use a set of experimental results to evaluate the I/O-e�ciency of the incremental view refreshment algorithms. In Section 6 we conclude the paper andsuggest directions for future research.2 Incremental View RefreshmentOur examples are based on two base relations, R and S, with schemata R(a, b, c) and S(a, b, c). Weuse the notation Rmm:dd:yy to denote the relation R as of time mm.dd.yy (month, day, year). Thesymbol R denotes R as of current time. We assume that all tuples are augmented with immutableand globally unique tuple identi�ers. Consequently, each tuple is uniquely identi�ed even thoughduplicates may occur.Changes made to base relations are stored on di�erential �les [SL76] from which insertion setsand deletion sets are extracted. The symbol Rt1�t2I denotes the insertion set of R relative to thetime interval (t1; t2]. The symbol Rt1�t2D denotes the deletion set of R relative to the time interval(t1; t2]. We assume that insertion and deletion sets are minimal in the sense that Rt1�t2I \Rt1 = ;and Rt1�t2D �Rt1 .Figure 1 illustrates the contents ofR11:15:95, R11:15:95�11:17:95I , R11:17:95, S11:15:95, S11:15:95�11:17:95I ,and S11:17:95.Our discussions of join views in the remaining part of the paper are based on the view de�nitionV = R1[R:a=S:a]S. Figure 2 illustrates the contents of V 11:15:95 and V 11:17:95. R:a, R:b,R:c, S:a, S:b,S:c, are called view attributes because they occur in de�ned view. R:a and S:a are called predicateattributes because they occur in the join predicate. In general, the set of predicate attributes mayor may not be a subset of the set of view attributes. We assume that a materialized view containsall relevant tuple identi�ers, view attributes, and predicate attributes.We use the terms R1 and R0 to denote the sets of joining and non-joining tuples, respectively,in R. Figure 3 illustrates the contents of R0 and S0.R1 = �R:a;R:b;:R:c(R1S)R0 = RnR1The following formulas de�ne the incremental refreshment of join views [BLT86], [Rou91].(R1S)new = ((R1S)oldn((R1S)D))[((R1S)I) (1)3



R11:15:95tid a b cr1 1 10 100r2 2 11 101r3 3 12 102r4 4 13 103 R11:15:95�11:17:95Itid a b cr5 5 14 104r6 7 15 105 R11:17:95tid a b cr1 1 10 100r2 2 11 101r3 3 12 102r4 4 13 103r5 5 14 104r6 7 15 105S11:15:95tid a b cs1 1 20 200s2 2 21 201s3 5 22 202s4 6 23 203 S11:15:95�11:17:95Itid a b cs5 3 24 204s6 8 25 205 S11:17:95tid a b cs1 1 20 200s2 2 21 201s3 5 22 202s4 6 23 203s5 3 24 204s6 8 25 205Figure 1: Base relations and insertion sets(R1S)D = (R1old1SD)[(RD1S1old) (2)(R1S)I = (Rnew1SI)[(RI1Snew) (3)Formula (2) shows that the processing of RD and SD can be based on the data that is containedin the view because R1 and S1 are contained in the view. Depending on the view representationmethod di�erent access paths like indices may be needed for e�ciency reasons but no extra datafrom R and S is needed.Formula (3), however, shows that non-view data is needed for the processing of RI and SI .More speci�cally, RI must be joined with both the joining tuples and the non-joining tuples of S.Likewise, SI must be joined with both the joining tuples and the non-joining tuples of R.If V is stored as a materialized join view as illustrated in Figure 2 access to the predicateattributes, the view attributes, and the tuple identi�ers of R0new, R1new , S0new, and S1new isnecessary. Note, that the predicate attributes, the view attributes, and the tuple identi�ers of R1oldand S1old are stored on the materialized view. R0 and S0 are not contained in the materializedview and must be stored and accessed elsewhere.If V is stored as a join ViewCache as illustrated in Figure 4, access to the view attributes ofR1 and S1 is necessary for view materialization. Briey, a join ViewCache contains a pair of tupleidenti�ers for each joining tuple pair [Rou91]. Access to the predicate attributes and the tupleidenti�ers of R0new , R1new, S0new , and S1new is necessary for the propagation. The predicateattributes are not contained in the ViewCache and must be stored and accessed elsewhere.3 Refreshment Algorithms for Materialized Join ViewsIn this section we present two incremental algorithms for the refreshment of materialized join views.Both algorithms are based on data structures that store all data that is needed for view refreshment4



V 11:15:95matR:a R:b R:c S:a S:b S:c1 10 100 1 20 2002 11 101 2 21 201 V 11:17:95matR:a R:b R:c S:a S:b S:c1 10 100 1 20 2002 11 101 2 21 2013 12 102 3 24 2045 14 104 5 22 202V 11:15:95matoutR:a R:b R:c S:a S:b S:c1 10 100 1 20 2002 11 101 2 21 2013 12 102 - - -4 13 103 - - -- - - 5 22 202- - - 6 23 203 V 11:17:95matoutR:a R:b R:c S:a S:b S:c1 10 100 1 20 2002 11 101 2 21 2013 12 102 3 24 2045 14 104 5 22 2024 13 103 - - -7 15 105 - - -- - - 6 23 203- - - 8 25 205Figure 2: Materialized join views and outer join viewsR011:15:95a b c3 12 1024 13 103 R011:17:95a b c4 13 1037 15 105 S011:15:95a b c5 22 2026 23 203 S011:17:95a b c6 23 2038 25 205Figure 3: Non-joining tuplesat the warehouse.3.1 Materialized Join ViewThe algorithm MatView uses RI and SI to generate (R1S)I . After removal of duplicates (R1S)Iis added to the materialized join view, Vmat, and R0 and S0 are updated. MatView is not designedto handle deletions from R and S, ie., RD and SD are assumed to be empty.The following data is stored at the warehouse: A materialized join view, Vmat, and two sets ofnon-joining tuples, R0 and S0.As indicated by Equations (3)-(5) the propagation of RI into (R1S)I can be processed as theunion of �ve joins as de�ned in Equation (6).Rnew = ((R0old[R1old)nRD)[RI (4)Snew = ((S0old[S1old)nSD)[SI (5)(R1S)I = (RI1(S0oldnSD)[(RI1(S1oldnSD))[5



V 11:15:95ptrR:tid S:tidr1 s1r2 s2 V 11:17:95ptrR:tid S:tidr1 s1r2 s2r3 s5r5 s3Figure 4: Join ViewCaches((R0oldnRD)1SI)[((R1oldnRD)1SI)[(RI1SI) (6)The joins in Steps 1-5 are based on Equation (6). Since R1 and S1 per de�nition are containedin Vmat the joins RI1S1 and R11SI are replaced by the joins RI1Vmat and Vmat1SI , respectively.MatView. Materialized Join View.Establish the following duplicate free tuple sets during Steps 1-5:JP : Tuple identi�er pairs for new joining tuple pairs.NRI: Tuple identi�ers for non-joining RI tuples.NSI: Tuple identi�ers for non-joining RI tuples.JR0: Tuple identi�ers for joining R0 tuples.JS0: Tuple identi�ers for joining S0 tuples.1. Compute RI1SI .2. Compute Vmat1SI .3. Compute RI1Vmat.4. Compute R01SI .5. Compute RI1S0.6. Insert JP into Vmat.7. Insert NRI into R0.8. Insert NSI into S0.9. Delete JR0 from R0.10. Delete JS0 from S0.The variable JP is used for the construction of (R1S)I . The variables NRI , NSI , JR0, andJS0 are used to construct the modi�cations that must be made to the sets of non-joining tuples,R0 and S0.3.2 Materialized OuterJoin ViewThe algorithm MatOutView uses RI and SI to generate (R1S)I . After removal of duplicates(R1S)I is added to the materialized outer join view, Vmatout. MatOutView is not designed tohandle deletions from R and S, ie., RD and SD are assumed to be empty.The following data is stored at the warehouse: A materialized outer join view, Vmatout.6



The joins in Steps 1-3 are based on Equation (6). Since R0, R1, S0, and S1 are contained inVmatout the joins RI1S0, RI1S1, R01SI , and R11SI are replaced by the joins RI1Vmatout andVmatout1SI .MatOutView. Materialized OuterJoin View.Establish the following duplicate free tuple sets during Steps 1-3:JP : Tuple identi�er pairs for new joining tuple pairs.NRI: Tuple identi�ers for non-joining RI tuples.NSI: Tuple identi�ers for non-joining RI tuples.JR0: Tuple identi�ers for joining R0 tuples.JS0: Tuple identi�ers for joining S0 tuples.1. Compute RI1SI .2. Compute Vmatout1SI .3. Compute RI1Vmatout.4. Insert JP into Vmat.5. Insert (NRI;�) into Vmat.6. Insert (�; NSI) into Vmat.7. Delete (JR0;�) from Vmat.8. Delete (�; JS0) from Vmat.The variable JP is used for the construction of (R1S)I . The variables NRI , NSI , JR0, andJS0 are used to construct the modi�cations that must be made to the sets of non-joining tuples inVmatout. The notation (NRI;�) symbolizes the combination of NRI tuple with null values for theattributes of S.4 Refreshment Algorithms for ViewCachesIn this section we present three incremental algorithms for the refreshment of data warehouse joinviews that are stored as ViewCaches. All three algorithms are based on data structures that storeall data that is needed for view refreshment at the warehouse.4.1 Join ViewCacheThe algorithm ViewCache [Rou91] is an incremental algorithm that maintains and materializes ajoin ViewCache for a 2-way join. Figure 4 illustrates the contents of join ViewCaches. ViewCacheis designed to handle both insertions to and deletions from R and S.The following data is stored at the warehouse: A join ViewCache, (R1S)ptr, and copies of thejoin operands, R and S.ViewCache. Join ViewCache.1. Compute R1SI .2. Compute RI1S.3. FOR each (R1S)ptr page, p, DO3.1. Delete (RD;�) and (�; SD).3.2. Insert joining pairs from Steps 1.1 and 2.1. Avoid duplicates.3.3. Rewrite and, optionally, materialize p. 7



ViewCache works as follows. In Step 1 Rnew is joined with SI and in Step 2 Snew is joinedwith RI . Thus, ViewCache uses Rnew and Snew to implement the joins in Equation (3). The tupleidenti�er pairs that represent the joining tuple pairs are saved and used for the cache update inStep 3 where the ViewCache is scanned. For each cache page RD and SD are used to identify thetuple pairs that must be deleted from the current cache page (Step 3.1). In Step 3.2 the relevantsubset of the saved tuple identi�er pairs from Steps 1-2 are inserted to the current cache page (Step3.2). In Step 3.3 the updated current cache page is rewritten as a ViewCache page and/or as amaterialized view one.The dominant factor of the cost savings obtained by the ViewCache storage organization thatguarantees spatial clustering of the pointers and its incremental refresh is attributed to its one passalgorithm which performs steps 1,2 and 3 simultaneously.4.2 Partially Materialized Join ViewCacheThe incremental algorithm PartMatJoin is based on partially materialized views for R0 and S0and a partially materialized view, Vptr(a). PartMatJoin is not designed to handle deletions from Rand S, ie., RD and SD are assumed to be empty.Figure 5 illustrates the partially materialized views that correspond to Figure 3. The partiallymaterialized view (R1S)ptr(a) is illustrated in Figure 6.R011:15:95ptr(a)R:tid R:ar3 3r4 4 R011:17:95ptr(a)R:tid R:ar4 4r6 7 S011:15:95ptr(a)S:tid S:as3 5s4 6 S011:17:95ptr(a)S:tid S:as4 6s6 8Figure 5: Partially materialized views for non-joining tuplesV 11:15:95ptr(a)R:tid S:tid ar1 s1 1r2 s2 2 V 11:17:95ptr(a)R:tid S:tid ar1 s1 1r2 s2 2r3 s5 3r5 s3 5Figure 6: Partially materialized join viewsThe following data is stored at the warehouse: A partially materialized join view, Vptr(a),two partially materialized sets of non-joining tuples, R0ptr(a) and S0ptr(a), and copies of the joinoperands, R and S.Since PartMatJoin stores and maintains V as the partially materialized view Vptr(a) the joinsRI1(S1oldnSD) and (R1oldnRD)1SI can be performed directly on the partially materialized joinViewCache. The joins RI1(S0oldnSD), (R0oldnRD)1SI and RI1SI are performed during Steps1-3. 8



PartMatJoin. Partially Materialized Join ViewCache.Establish the following duplicate free tuple sets during Steps 1-5:JP : Tuple identi�er pairs for new joining tuple pairs.NRI: Tuple identi�ers for non-joining RI tuples.NSI: Tuple identi�ers for non-joining RI tuples.JR0: Tuple identi�ers for joining R0 tuples.JS0: Tuple identi�ers for joining S0 tuples.1. Compute RI1SI .2. Compute (R0oldptr(a)nRD)1SI .3. Compute RI1(S0oldptr(a)nSD).4. FOR each (R1S)ptr(a) page, p, DO4.1. Compute RI1p.4.2. Compute p1SI .4.3. Insert JP into p.4.4. Rewrite and materialize p.5. FOR each R0oldptr(a) page, p, DO5.1. Delete JR0 from p.5.2. Insert NRI into p.5.3. Rewrite p.6. FOR each S0oldptr(a) page, p, DO6.1. Delete JS0 from p.6.2. Insert NSI into p.6.3. Rewrite p.PartMatJoin works as follows. In Steps 1-4 the 5 joins from Equation (6) are performed. Thefollowing �ve variables are maintained. JP (Joining Pairs) contains the set of new joining tuplepairs whose tuple identi�ers and join attribute must be added to the join cache. NRI (Non-joiningRI tuples) contain the subset of RI that does not join with any S tuples. The tuple identi�er andjoin attribute of these tuples must be added to R0ptr(a). NSI (Non-joining SI tuples) contain thesubset of SI that does not join with any R tuples. The tuple identi�er and join attribute of thesetuples must be added to S0ptr(a). JR0 (Joining R0 tuples) contain the subset of R0old that joinswith at least one S tuple. The tuple identi�er and join attribute of these tuples must be removedR0ptr(a). JS0 (Joining S0 tuples) contain the subset of S0old that joins with at least one R tuple.The tuple identi�er and join attribute of these tuples must be removed S0ptr(a). In Steps 5-6 R0and S0 are updated.4.3 Partially Materialized Operand ViewCachesThe algorithm PartMatOp [B�k95] is an incremental algorithm that is identical to ViewCache withthe following exception. ViewCache is designed to handle both insertions to and deletions from Rand S.The joins in Steps 1-2 are based on partially materialized views for R and S rather than on Rand S. Rptr(a) contains two attributes, tid and R:a, and Sptr(a) contains two attributes, tid andS:a, as illustrated in Figure 7.The tuple identi�ers in the partially materialized views are used for the purpose of updating theview pointer cache. The attributes, R:a and S:a, are used by the joins that implement Equation(3). 9



R11:15:95ptr(a)R:tid R:ar1 1r2 2r3 3r4 4 R11:17:95ptr(a)R:tid R:ar1 1r2 2r3 3r4 4r5 5r6 7 S11:15:95ptr(a)S:tid S:as1 1s2 2s3 5s4 6 S11:17:95ptr(a)S:tid S:as1 1s2 2s3 5s4 6s5 3s6 8Figure 7: Partially materialized views for base relationsThe following data is stored at the warehouse: A binary view pointer cache, (R1S)ptr, twopartially materialized views, Rptr(a) and Sptr(a), and copies of the join operands, R and S.PartMatOp. Partially Materialized Operand ViewCaches.1. FOR each Roldptr(a) page, p, DO1.1. Delete RD.1.2. Insert RI.1.3. Rewrite p.1.4. Compute p1SI .2. FOR each Soldptr(a) page, p, DO2.1. Delete SD .2.2. Insert SI .2.3. Rewrite p.2.4. Compute RI1p.3. FOR each (R1S)ptr page, p, DO3.1. Delete (RD;�) and (�; SD).3.2. Insert joining pairs from Steps 1.4 and 2.4. Avoid duplicates.3.3. Rewrite p.3.4. Materialize p.PartMatOp works as follows. In Step 1 Rptr(a) us updated and Rnewptr(a) is joined with SI . InStep 2 Sptr(a) is updated and Snewptr(a) is joined with RI . Thus, PartMatOp uses Rnewptr(a) and Snewptr(a)to implement the joins in Equation (3). The tuple identi�er pairs that represent the joining tuplepairs are saved and used for the cache update in Step 3 where the join pointer cache is scanned.For each cache page RD and SD are used to identify the tuple pairs that must be deleted from thecurrent cache page (Step 3.1). In Step 3.2 the relevant subset of the saved tuple identi�er pairsfrom Steps 1-2 are inserted to the current cache page (Step 3.2). In Step 3.3 the updated currentcache page is rewritten and materialized.In the example the view pointer cache points to base relations. For complex joins where theoperands are not base relations the pointer cache will point to partially materialized views for theoperands. 10



5 ExperimentsIn this section we describe a limited experiment testing the incremental join algorithms describedabove. All the experiments were run in the ADMS prototype [RES93]. The ADMS engine and itsoptimizer have been developed to take advantage of cached views [CR94].We ran the experiments to measure the I/O cost of the �ve algorithms described in section 2:the two basic categories of fully Materialized Views, the ViewCache Pointer based one, and twoPartially Materialized and partially ViewCaches.1. Materialized Join View: the Warehouse stores the tuples of the result and, in separate rela-tions, the tuples which do not appear in the Join View. These are necessary for discoveringtuple joins that were not joining before, but they may join with newly inserted tuples on theother relation.2. Materialized OuterJoin View: the Warehouse stores the outer join. This view does not needany additional data as the not joining tuples are stored in the OuterJoin view.3. Join ViewCache: Only ViewCache pointers to the underlying relations which, like all pointerbased views, are also stored in the warehouse.4. Partially Materialized Join ViewCache: the warehouse stores the ViewCache augmented withall the joining values of the underlying tuples next to the pointers.5. Partially Materialized Operand ViewCache: the ROWID and the joining attribute values,and a ViewCache pointer view.5.1 Experiment DesignWe used a variation of the Wisconsin Benchmark relations [BT94]. Two of them, R and T , have10,000 records each while a third one, S, contains 24,000. In each of R and T , 20% of the tuplesdo not join with any tuples of S (part of R0 and T0). The join views that were created and storedin the warehouse are:1. key-key join where the joining attribute was a key on both relations, which produce a tuplecount of 10,000.2. key-foreign key join where the joining attribute was a key on the �rst and foreign key on thesecond, which results in a tuple count of 24,000.3. non key-non key join where neither of the joining attributes were keys in their respectiverelations, and produces 48,000 tuples.After the creation, 10% insertions were applied to each of the base relations and the incrementalalgorithms were performed. The I/O needed to perform the algorithms were obtained from theADMS bu�er manager statistics of page faults.We did not test the algorithms under deletions. The reason is that, materialized view basedmethods are very di�erent than pointer based ones. The �rst category requires sophisticatedpreprocessing of the logs and non-negligible I/O { comparable to duplicate elimination { whilepointer based methods incur no cost for deletions when done in the same pass with the processingof insertions [Rou91]. 11



5.2 Storage OverheadFirst, we provide storage statistics for each of the view categories. Table 1 indicates the amount ofstorage in excess of the total storage cost required for the base relations. Note that in these sizeswe assume that for the Materialized Join and OuterJoin Views, the warehouse does not store acopy of the base relations but, for the pointer based categories, it does.The table shows that materialized views have an overhead ranging from 20-324% and this iscaused by the multiplicity factor of the joining tuples, with the worst case being the non-key tonon-key join. On the other hand, the pointer based methods incur overhead that ranges between2-12%. This signi�cant di�erence in storage overhead is also the main contributing factor for similardi�erence in I/O performance discussed in the next subsection.Key-Key Key-Foreign Key Non Key-Non KeyMaterialized Join View 1.22 1.64 3.24Materialized OuterJoin View 1.20 1.58 3.18Join ViewCache 1.02 1.03 1.06Partial Mater. Join ViewCache 1.04 1.06 1.11Partial Mater. Operand ViewCaches 1.07 1.04 1.12Table 1: Storage Overhead5.3 Performance of AlgorithmsIn each of the described algorithms, we applied the best, to our knowledge, method. Most of theincremental algorithms are based on two-way hash joins but, for the materialized view category,we used a 3-way hash based join algorithm which hashes the insertion logs of the two relations,and then scans the materialized join view or outer join view once. Then duplicate elimination ofthe resulting tuples was done afterwards. For the pointer-based algorithms, duplicate eliminationis done on the y using hash bit vectors on the ROWIDs of the tuples.Key-Key Key-Foreign Key Non Key-Non KeyMaterialized Join View 7436 13360 45492Materialized OuterJoin View 6457 12473 44491Join ViewCache 2739 4704 4815Partial Mater. Join ViewCache 671 1307 1714Partial Mater. Operand ViewCaches 582 893 1093Table 2: Comparison of I/O of View Incremental Maintenance AlgorithmsTable 2 shows the total I/O count for all methods. From the materialized based ones thematerialized outer join is slightly better than the regular join view. This slim advantage is due tothe one-pass of the algorithm on a single relation as opposed to separate passes on the small joinsRI1SI , R01SI , and RI1S0. However, dramatic performance di�erence between the materializedand the pointer based methods was observed. Apparently, the materialized view based methodsincur high I/O volume due to their mere size. Although some improvement using better techniquesand indexing may be possible, it is doubtful that such an improvements can reduce the I/O to apoint to compete with the pointer based techniques. Amongst the pointer based ones, the straight12
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